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xploring the laws of nature by means of video analysis can be amazing for the students because this method of learning is illustrative, interactive, inspires them to think creatively, improves their performance and it can help in studying physics. Video analysis using program
Tracker (Open Source Physics) or Coach in the educational process introduces a new creative
method of teaching physics, makes natural sciences more interesting for the students. With the help
of a high-speed camera and video analysis and modeling tools the students can study certain motion
in detail. The video analysis gives the future engineers simple and easy way to understand the
process of movement. The computer modeling enables the students to relate the results of measurements to theory showing relations between graphs obtained using a model and a measurement.
Through direct visual comparison of the video images and model overlays the students can explore
different model parameters and equations in real-work context, find differences and similarities between an idealized object and the reality.

E

A comparison of the traditional teaching methods with the method of the video analysis using integrated
ICT (information and communication technology) tools has revealed that the latter method is easier for
the students, they have fun when recording and analyzing their own videos, they can set individual pace
for their work. We can confirm that the competencies and knowledge of the students are developed and
increased by working with video analysis and modeling tools. These tools help them to understand the
natural sciences principles and phenomena more deeply, develop skills of abstraction and projection,
awake curiosity towards nature and surrounding world and make physics a lot more fun.
This paper deals with increasing of key competencies in engineering education as a result of using video
analysis of real life situations as physical problems and the modeling tool programs Tracker (Open
Source of Physics) and Coach. We found that education based on principles of pedagogical construc-
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tivism, use of managed discovery methods, and students’ application of knowledge through experimentation, proved more effective than the use of the transmission methods (Krupová, 2009).
Standardized questionnaires (Krišťák, 2010) were used to determine the degree of knowledge of the students at the beginning (pretest) and at the end (post-test) of the semester. Our hypothesis was that the students who are taught using video analysis learn more actively and effectively than the students who are
taught traditionally. We tested the hypothesis H0: The mean of the successfulness of the experimental and
the control group is the same: H0: μ1 = μ2 (versus H1: μ1 _= μ2). The assumption on the differences of the
degree of knowledge were applied with the probability 95% (α = 5%). Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (one-sample test) of normality at the level α = 5% was used for comparison of normal (Gaussian) distribution of generated histograms. First of all, we used an F-test for the null hypothesis that two normal populations (experimental and control groups) have the same variance (H0: σ12 = σ22 versus H1: σ12 ≠ σ22). After this hypothesis had been confirmed we used independent two-sample Student's t-test for unequal sample sizes
and equal variances. The statistical testing using the t-test confirmed the significance of the differences in
the knowledge of the experimental and control groups, which were caused by using the video analysis.
We confirmed that the competencies of the students were developed and their knowledge was increased by working with Tracker and Coach compared to the group that was taught by using traditional
teaching methods. We saw that the video analysis helps the students to understand the natural sciences principles more deeply and develops skills of abstraction and projection.
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